
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       People involved 

 

Organising committee 

Patient participations committee 

Scientific committee 

Sustainable development committee 

Citizens Science committee 

Network of patient centred units 

Etc. 

 

          NPA categories: 

1. Leadership 

2. Compassion 

3. Unity 

4. Wisdom 

5. Sustainability 

6. Wholeness 

7. Innovation 

8. Good Practice 

 

 

     Event 

Nominating 

Voting  

Conference 

Conference attendees 

Sponsors 

Hackaton 

Venue 

 

 



Noble Prize 

 

What is more important for a human being than good health and wellness for themselves and those they 

love? 

With that said not many people enjoy in reality such good health and even less have ability to influence 

their own and loved ones health care. 

 

Not only because of money (some need that too) but also because that health care system is old, 

fragmented and inefficient,  

In the same time great changes are on a way.  

New medical Science and new Health care are on a way and here is exactly where Noble Prize Award 

comes into the picture! 

 

We need to recognize our new heroes, be inspired by their courage enlightened by their wisdom and 

humbled by their compassion. 

 

Therefore Noble Prize Award!    

 

NPA categories: 

  

1. Leadership (with subcategories as follows) 

Generally, this category will connote achievements in changing policies, promoting new ways to think and 

act, “Game changers” so to speak. 

Here the group of nominees can share the same prize as we see it in TNPE where prize in chemistry can 

be given for a group of chemists, who considered to contribute to the solution of the same challenge, but 

not necessarily know each other personally 

 

 2. Compassion 

This prize, a little bit on the contrary for Leadership prize (which indicate global aspect of 

achievement) would recognize and celebrate local heroes, who act on behalf of their hearts, they 

has strong impact on health and life quality for some people in need and their stories should be 

told so I´m looking forward to nominee those I happen to know, and also sincerely admire. We all 

need to know their names!   

 

3. Unity 

Prize for best achievements in uniting all forces that constitute participatory movement – patients, 

clinicians, policy makers etc. Everything what promote “togetherness” like for example patients 

educating clinicians about how it is like to be a patient or vice versa can constitute ground for 

nomination. 

 This price is for promoting Participation and Cooperation as main principles of participatory 

medicine.  

 

3. Wisdom (with 2 subcategories: a. Participatory Science and b. Science produced by users (for 

example patients, their relatives or friends…) 



a. Participatory science 

Scientist or organisation who develops much needed science about PM (like clinical studies 

presenting results of PM approach compared to traditional health care etc.) 

 b. U-Science 

“Citizens’ Science”, I see this as an opportunity to radically change medical science.  

There are already good examples of medical science conducted by patients or in participation 

between clinicians and patients and I it will be not difficult to find good candidates for NPA. 

 

My nominee in this category will be Foldit project where volunteers without background in any 

formal science solved advanced challenge in AIDS research, see 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/19/aids-protein-decoded-gamers_n_970113.html 

  (Right now this group are rigging an attack on Ebola virus – I cross my fingers)  

 

5. Sustainability (not sure if this is the right term) 

This category should recognize development of sustainable models for BOM – Business of 

Medicine.  

It is about new ways of financing and organizing health care – and let’s agree – it is not good as it 

is. 

It would remind a little Nobel Prize in Economy. 

No doubt this is very important aspect of developing better health care 

 

6. Innovation 

Innovators. People or organisations who developed smart solutions for health care (I would think 

all digital health segment would fit here) 

 

7. Wholeness 

Price for efforts to include everyone – children, old, handicapped – everyone is important! 

 

8. Good Practice 

Reports on what is working already and bring benefits for people. Great examples to follow! 
 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/19/aids-protein-decoded-gamers_n_970113.html

